Ford high output alternator upgrade

This is not a new upgrade but one that does have it's merits with the addition of all sorts of
power hungry stuff to our street rods. The stock alternators work well under their stock
applications but when you need more power this is the way to go. The 3G alternator comes in
outputs all the way to the amp version. This is the one to get. Now it does come in a couple of
flavors. Here are the details. The three choices are a 7 inch pivot mount, an 8. The ones I will
concentrate on here are the two pivot mount types because they closely resemble the factory
style mount. Unplug the wiring harness going into the external voltage regulator. Either splice
into with your new wire or make a blade connector that will go into the old wiring harness. You
will need to tap into two of those wires: The F will not be used. The S will go directly to the I on
the 3G. The A will go directly to the A on the 3G. The I will not be used. The stator connector
goes to the S connector on the 3G. The A connector goes to the A wire on the old wiring
harness. The S connector goes to the stator connector on the back of the 3G. The I connector
goes to the S wire on the old wiring harness. The connector you will need is a Conductite
Note:If you don't want to fabricate your own adapter set up PA Performance has a set of
conversion adapters and pigtails available. PN C covers you if you want to keep the externally
regulated factory wiring and PN B if you are not. If you have a or anything with v-belts, you'll
need the pivot mount style unit with 8. You may also be able to use a Pivot Mount with 7. This is
an early serpentine style. This can be upgraded with a 7. Minor bracket clearancing may be
required. This can be found in the following cars:. The only mechanical issue is the mount ears.
The units use metric threading and some models of this alternator don't have threads in one of
the mount ears. Not a big to do but a quick hardware fix with a metric bolt and nut combination.
For pulleys, you can either re-use your old one, which sometimes you may need a very small
washer to use as a spacer if it rubs in the 3G case at all, or you can get a different sized one. It
all depends on your needs. A smaller pulley will spin the alternator faster at idle to create
maximum output. A larger pulley will allow the engine to rev higher without driving the
alternator too fast. It's easy to monitor voltage on the go, make a cable that connects your DVM
to the cigarette lighter and watch it under all conditions. When the load increases, i. It would be
nice to keep the voltage at idle above Now with all this said and done we have more juice but
one other consideration is to the main charge wire. It is highly recommended that you upsize
this wire to a suitable size in order to handle all of this new power. The following table is a good
guide to making that size selection. It's never a bad idea to go oversize here! You can check the
functioning of the alternator with a voltmeter. Put the voltmeter across the battery terminals.
With engine off, fully charged battery is With engine on, all accessories off, it should be around
With stock 2G, 75A alternator, voltage will drop below With 3G, A alternator, voltage will not
drop below This is due to a negative temperature coefficient of the voltage regulator approx.
The After the alternator reaches operating temperature which is hot! As long as the alternator
output voltage is slightly higher than the full charge of the battery Introduced in August , Ford's
first-generation Model 1G alternator was a real step up in reliability and current output
compared to the old-school generators it replaced. Originally available in ratings ranging from
38 through 60 amps, the 1G was at best barely adequate when the electrical system was brand
new and most cars only had a radio, a heater, windshield wipers, lighting, horns, and a points
ignition system. But with an aging, under-wired electrical system and today's typical hot rod
add-ons like electric fuel pumps, fuel injection, high-output ignition systems, Halogen
headlights, power windows, and air conditioning, those lazy 1G alternators and their crude
separate voltage regulators aren't up to the job. Frankly, other than a straight resto, it's time to
put them out to pasture in favor of modern, high-output alternators with internal regulators. For
many years, a popular solution for old Ford vehicle owners that needed more amps was
adapting an integrally regulated GM alternator for use on a Ford. GM climbed on the
high-output, integrally regulated alternator bandwagon far earlier than Ford, introducing its
reliable, first-generation "SI" alternator as an option on some cars in before it became standard
equipment on all of the General's vehicles by Playing catch-up, Ford didn't come out with its
first integrally regulated alternator until , when the model 2G alternator appeared. The 2Gs were
offered stock in and amp ratings, but they had reliability issues even in bone-stockers. In , Ford
finally hit a home run, introducing the 3G integrally regulated alternator that remained in use on
some Ford vehicles well into the 21st century. Up to stock amps are available with some
variations; amp versions exist that still have directly opposed mounting ears that permit them to
physically bolt right into place of that old model 1G using the existing 1G brackets. Highly
reliable and easily adaptable, the 3G has become the go-to alternator for Ford retrofitters. Let's
take a closer look at the 3G, as well as what it takes to perform a quick, typical retrofit into a s
classic Ford, courtesy of Advanced Engineering West's Mark Sanchez. We'll be using quality
AutoZone-remanufactured alternators, plus a late-model Ford OE 3G harness scrounged from
the wrecking yard. Sanchez's preferred method of wiring the 3G up just like a Ford stocker lets

you go to any auto-parts store for a replacement if the alternator takes a dump on a
long-distance cruiseâ€”something you can't necessarily do with those universal one-wire
alternators. For both 1G V-belt and most 2G serpentine-belt conversions, you want a 3G
alternator with case mounting ears that are degrees opposed straight across from each other ,
with 6. Other 3G variations with offset ears or ears on one side of the case won't work as direct
replacements. Unlike sketchy wrecking-yard take-outs, AutoZone's Duralast alternators carry a
lifetime warranty. It's a better than even chance the new alternator case shells will require
reclocking so the connections end up in the right orientation for your specific installation. Both
early and late Ford cases are held together by three bolts, so there are three possible clock
positions. For the Ford-style alternator, we'll define the clock position as "read" looking from
the rear of the case forward. What's a little confusing is that on most classic Ford muscle cars,
the 1G alternator adjuster ear faces straight down as installed on the stock brackets, while on
the degree-opposed 3G late-model stock serpentine-drive installation, the adjuster ear mounts
straight upâ€”but we need to define a common reference point to determine the reclocking
amount needed if any. For the Galaxie shown in the photos, the new alternator's clocking was
way off as delivered, but correcting it was a cinch: Unlike GM-style alternators, the internal
brushes on Ford units are unlikely to fall out when separating the front and rear shells as long
as the center black ring element doesn't pull away from the rear case shell. Reclock a Ford
alternator by removing the three bolts holding the case together. Carefully separate the front
case shell from the black ring and rear shell, then rotate the shells as needed top. A small
prybar may be needed to start the separation process, but be gentle! If the large, long mounting
ear for the -inch through-bolt prevents the necessary amount of rotation needed to reach the
correct clocking position bottom , gain additional separation clearance by removing the front
pulley and pulling the front shell further forward. Late-model 3G alternators come equipped with
serpentine-drivebelt-compatible pulleys, but the old Galaxie uses V-belts. We found that the
V-belt pulley fit properly on the 3G's supposedly metric shaft, aligning perfectly with the car's
other pulleys. The original s charge wire was usually only gauge and, at least on the Galaxie
shown here, wasn't protected by any fusible link. Any 3G alternator harness works; you don't
necessarily need one that specifically matches the recommended Mustang alternator
configuration. Want to build your own harness instead? Del Mar Wiring is one source for the
correct 3G-type connector and pigtail assembly. Sanchez at AEW has original Ford connector
bodies and terminals if you want to start entirely from scratch. Due to the 3G alternator's high
output, use AWG-4 or AWG-6sized wire protected by dual gauge fusible links or a or amp mega
fuse for the main alternator "BAT" stud charge-wire running back to the starter solenoid.
Sanchez usually grabs a complete alternator rear harness from any 3G-equipped Ford in the
wrecking yard. The harness includes the proper connectors, fusible links, and wire-gauge sizes
for every cable. The plain green wire visible in the bottom photo came with this particular
takeout harness, but isn't used or terminated on typical retrofits. One problem with GM
alternator conversions is that most GM OE-replacement-style units need a diode or resistor
spliced into the wiring if not running an idiot light. Otherwise, due to current backflow, the
alternator remains energized and the engine keeps running, even when the ignition key is
turned to the "off" position! That's because, on the GM system, the warning bulb also supplies
the necessary resistance to shut down the system and avoid backflow. But this isn't an issue
with Ford alternators. You can run any combo of idiot light, voltmeter, or ammeter without
run-on problems. It's true the stock Ford idiot light circuit behind the dash has always had
depending on the model year a to ohm resistor in parallel to the bulb, but not running the
resistor only causes the bulb to not turn off it does not affect alternator shutdown. However, we
don't recommend running an ammeter because of the 3G's high output; convert to a voltmeter
instead. Even if your vintage ride doesn't normally demand a full amps, the late-model alternator
canâ€”when requiredâ€” generate percent more amps off-idle 81 amps versus 15 amps at
engine rpm. An alternator only generates the amount of amps when conditions require it, so
having a huge "reserve" capacity that's rarely used should reduce the unit's duty cycle,
extending its useful lifespan. It may outlast the car. Ford's original, separately regulated,
alternator design, production versions were officially rated at 38 to 60 amps, although
higher-output aftermarket versions are available. Ford's first integrally regulated alternator,
originally produced in and amp models. Corrosion and resistance buildup in the power-wire
connector caused high failure rates. This integrally rated unit makes for the easiest retrofit into
earlier vehicles. It corrects all of the 2G's faults and uses internal fans for improved cooling.
Use those 3G variants that still have degree-opposed mounting ears to replace earlier 1G and
2G alternators. The 3G alternators are available stock in , , and amp ratings. The
fourth-generation design includes several different case configurations, including the
"pancake" version used with Ford Mustangs equipped with Modular V8 engines. Very compact,

it came stock with and amp ratings. No versions have degree opposed mounting ears, so
custom brackets would be required to use it on earlier engines and vehicles. First used on some
Mustangs and Crown Victorias, it can be found on the four-valve Modular motors, and later SN
Mustangs, and many other late Ford cars and trucks. It's available in , , and amp ratings, but
unique mounting ears make it hard to retrofit. Close Ad. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter.
There is a huge difference between price quality, and performance. Many different levels of
quality and type components can go into an alternator. Some of the cheapest and lowest quality
alternator parts come from India and China. Surprisingly many good components come from
Mexico and China. It's not to say all cheap low quality components come from either India,
China or Mexico. Some manufacturers in those countries make good or bad products, it's a
matter of knowing who you are buying from and there commitment to quality products no mater
what country they come from. Understanding How Alternators Work. Deep cycle batteries are
the type used for trolling motors, like for fishing or golf carts. The reason you must use deep
cycle batteries is that deep cycle batteries have a very long power draw time. Regular starting
batteries, like the ones they use in vehicles have a much shorter draw time. That is, they were
designed to deliver power for a much shorter time, just to start the vehicle. All batteries in the
old days were deep cycle type but they are much more expensive to build so auto
manufacturers changed the design making then cheaper and lighter. Upgrade your snow plow
alternator. Don't be caught with a dead battery! Click here for info. Stop replacing, upgrade to
the alternator that lasts! With the newest High Amp Alternator technology available, Our AD
Alternator has proven high performance and reliability in the most demanding applications. It
can also be retrofitted for earlier model applications. Call for more info 3G from and 6G from
Ford 7. Upgrading the small case unit to a higher amperage just compounds the problems. Get
more power at idle speeds, Plus the Large Case Ford alternator is much more reliable at higher
outputs. Now you can have it. With the development of the new Quicktifier Remote Bridge
Rectifier click here for more information units are now available as high as amps , with greater
reliability. On many Ford family vehicles, the mounting position of the alternator leads many
high output units to fail before their time. The problem can be traced back to the bridge rectifier
, either by inadequate airflow or from too much power passing through the diodes. By adding
the Quicktifier to the Ford Motorcraft type 6G series, 4G series, or 3G series alternator, the
power passes through more diodes , preventing these electrical traffic jams and eventual
failure. Available in with a single amp rated rectifier or dual rectifiers rated at amps the
Quicktifier has what it takes to provide long life and more power to your high output alternator.
Don't wait, upgrade today! Alternators Ready to Install, from 80 to Amps. Previously, Chrysler,
Dodge and Jeep vehicles could not be provided with high output alternator systems due to the
low amperage rated bridge rectifiers made for them. With the development of the Quicktifier
Remote Bridge Rectifier System click here for details , we are now able to provide a high output
alternator with a bridge rectifier system that lasts. When upgrading the alternators output, the
stator must be rewound to produce more amperage , but also the bridge rectifier must be able
to handle that extra power. To often a standard or slightly upgraded bridge rectifier is used, this
combo will fail in time. We install upgraded stator windings and then attach a secondary bridge
rectifier that is in it's own box which is mounted in the engine compartment or in the trunk if
you have a battery in back. This external remote dual bridge rectifier system creates an
unstoppable charging system , high amp alternators that give more power and a longer life.
Don't wait, Order today! Below are some featured items, This is only a few of the large number
of High output alternators we have, CALL for details on your vehicle. Due to the development of
the new Quicktifier Remote Rectifier System, upgraded import alternators are now available.
Previously, import alternators, such as Mazda right , Mitsubishi and Nippondenso, could only be
upgraded at a stator level, leaving the bridge rectifier dangerously under-rated and unable to
handle the increase in output. Such tactics lead to alternators that either won't last or won't
charge at the rated output. With the new Quicktifier click here for more info , a secondary bridge
rectifier unit handles the upgraded stator's high output so your new high output alternator will
not only last, but will outperform any of the competition. Upgrade to the high output unit that
lasts. Alternators Ready to Install, from to Amps. Call to find out which series alternator your
Ford, Lincoln or Mercury vehicle has. All rights reserved. Trade marks and trade names used for
reference purpose only. Privacy Policy. Find out how to get more from your alternator below.
We do not process orders on the weekend. High output alternators are custom made in
Michigan. Now you can have it. With the development of the new Quicktifier Remote Bridge
Rectifier click here for more information units are now available as high as amps , with greater
reliability. On many Ford family vehicles, the mounting position of the alternator leads many
high output units to fail before their time. The problem can be traced back to the bridge rectifier
, either by inadequate airflow or from too much power passing through the diodes. By adding

the Quicktifier to the Ford Motorcraft type 6G series shown left , 4G series, or 3G series
alternator, you double the number of diodes so the power passes through more diodes ,
preventing these electrical traffic jams and eventual failure. Available in with a single amp rated
rectifier or dual rectifiers rated at amps the Quicktifier has what it takes to provide long life and
more power to your high output alternator. Don't wait, upgrade today! Alternators Ready to
Install, from 80 to Amps. If you need an upgraded Hi-Amp alternator, High Output alternator for
your E series, F series truck, Crown Victoria, Lincoln, Mercury Grand Marquis and more in the
Ford Family vehicle lineup, call to see if we have one for your vehicle. Call to find out which
series alternator your Ford, Lincoln or Mercury vehicle has. All rights reserved. Trade marks
and trade names used for reference purpose only. Alternators By. Search Pages: Find. Search
Pages: Search. Toggle navigation Main Menu. All high output alternators ship from Michigan
only. CALL for details. Site Map Privacy Policy. We value quality, attention to detail, and
specifications are not the lowest price, Quality products are never the cheapest. Buy from Quick
Start, we search out the best for you. Shipping from multiple locations. All products may not be
available at all locations at all times. If you are in a hurry, call before ordering. Click for
Quicktifier External Rectifiers. Click Here for More Information. Check out our new High Output
Alternator Blog! Send us your tips, info, and installations. If you cannot find what you are
looking for call , we can help guide you. When you are finished with this site Visit "Pinnacle
Wind Power. This product was developed by us as a innovative solution to Bridge Rectifier
failure problems associated with the CS alternator in high demand use. The Bridge Rectifier is
the 1 part that fails in high output alternator applications, What is the Bridge Rectifier and why
is it important? Stop replacing, upgrade to the alternator that lasts! Our exclusive unique
External Voltage Regulator kit was developed buy us to solve the problem of computers where
the voltage control has failed in the computer yet the computer runs the vehicle just fine. No
one else offers this product. Is your Alternator Over Charging? Did it quit working because of a
broken vehicle computer? You have a new High Output Alternator and you don't want to risk
breaking your computer? This problem solving product developed by our years of knowledge in
the auto electric field. No one else offers a unique innovative solution to alternator bridge
rectifier failure like this. The small case Amp alternator that comes standard on the Powerstroke
Diesel since has been plagued with reliability issues, the component that most often fails is the
Bridge Rectifier. Upgrading the small case unit to a higher amperage just compounds the
problems. Get more power at idle speeds, Plus the Large Case Ford alternator is much more
reliable at higher outputs. Great for powering your experimental hydrogen and oxygen Fuel
Supplement system, Winches, Stereo, Trailer, Off-roading and more on the Ford engines. If you
have a 2. The larger AD series alternator will give you better, high output alternator
performance. To check for compatibility, see if the front bolt is parallel to the center rotor shaft
and the rear bolt is perpendicular to the rotor shaft. The Larger AD series alt. No one else offers
this solution. We don't follow the pack we lead with innovative solutions like the one featured
here. Our innovative exclusive U-Bracket which we developed featured on this page. Laser-cut
for precision , this bracket allows for drop-in replacement of CSD, AD, and AD series that use
the side-ways ear mount with AD units using the 2-foot 2-inch mount. Just in time for the snow
season. We specialize in innovative high output alternators for vehicles converted to snow
plowing. Ford Type 3G and 6G Series. Plow pumps, lights, flashers, and cold temps rob your
vehicle's electrical system of power, you need more power at idle. We offer only large case
alternator, maximizing your low-end output. With the newest exclusive innovative External
Bridge Rectifier option the best and innovative High Amp Alternator technology is available, Our
AD has proven high performance and reliability in the most demanding applications. It can also
be retrofitted for earlier model applications. Not sure what you need? Call Click here for more
info, price and to buy. When you pay with your credit card you will be paying through Paypal.
PayPal is a trusted name in credit card processing and online payment. You do not need to sign
up with PayPal or have an account to pay by credit card. We value Quality , attention to detail
and specifications are not always price leaders, sometimes Quality Products are not always the
cheapest ones. Buy from Quick Start, we know the difference. Stock type Alternator and
Starters We will try to ship from the location nearest you. We do not process orders on the
weekend, High output alternator and high Performance Alternator orders ship from Michigan.
All units and parts are not always in stock at all locations so if your in a hurry call to check
stock first. This site is very large with many items. If you cannot find what you are looking for
just call and we will help. We provide assistance with all types of alternator conversions,
adaptations and charging system problems. Units Ready to Install, from 80 to Amps. If you need
an upgraded high output alternator for your Jimmy, Suburban , Yukon, Tahoe, S Pickup and
more in the General Motors Family vehicle lineup, call to see if we have one for your vehicle.
Call to see if we have one for your vehicle. Don't have a Credit Card? You can send us a check,

money order or you can use PayPal. If you do not receive an order confirmation within 24 hours
of ordering, contact us by email. All rights reserved. Trade marks and trade names used for
reference purpose only. Alternators By. Search Pages: Find. Search Pages: Search. Toggle
navigation Main Menu. Featured Products:. Our Innovative Extreme Duty Dual Rectifier
Alternator This product was developed by us as a innovative solution to Bridge Rectifier failure
problems associated with the CS alternator in high demand use. Chrysler, Dodge, Jeep External
Regulator Conversion Kit Our exclusive unique External Voltage Regulator kit was developed
buy us to solve the problem of computers where the voltage control has failed in the computer
yet the computer runs the vehicle just fine. Quicktifier External Dual and Triple Bridge Rectifier
System This problem solving product developed by our years of knowledge in the auto electric
field. Ford F Series Truck? Check out our Denso type Large case units with our exclusive
External Rectifier upgrade Plow pumps, lights, flashers, and cold temps rob your vehicle's
electrical system of power, you need more power at idle. Easy Ordering For your convenience
we offer several ways to place an order Don't have a Credit Card? Site Map Privacy Policy. Your
reach down and flip on the fog lights. They help but not that much. So you power up the light
bar. The stereo is cranked up and life is good. Well, until you look at the volt gauge needle
sitting in the red zone on the downhill side of Not good. The problem is the 2G was a headache
for Ford: It required an additional side-wiring harness and the plastic power plugs were prone to
falling apart, the spade terminals working loose, shorting wires and causing fires. So when the
new F last generation Bronco came out, Ford rolled out the 3G that brought both 95A and A
versions to the battery-charging party along with several case configurations to fit a wide range
of both cars and trucks. The huge upgrade of this alternator over the 2G is a self-exciting,
externally regulator that only required one cable between it and the battery to complete the
circuit. Clean, simple and powerful. It also worked with the no-charge idiot light, making it an
ideal replacement for rigs running the older alternators â€” and for those Ford owners wanting
to run extra lights, bigger sound systems, winches, plows and other aftermarket accessories.
The high-output 3Gs are interchangeable in vehicles that already have a factory 3G as long as
the mounting patterns two-ear, three-ear, side- and pivot mount are the same. The 3G can also
run either a v-belt-style pulley or serpentine-belt pulley while fitting into those older mounts
with very little effort. We turned to Powermaster Performance for advice. Powermaster is well
respected in the off-road and racing industry for their top-shelf starters and alternators. We did
both. In our case the swap was as simple as removing the old 2G and tossing the wiring
harness. Then we did some very minor trimming on the aluminum alternator bracket, bolted on
the Powermaster amp alternator, and ran a 4ga-charge cable through a amp MEGA fuse to the
solenoid mounted on the fenderwell. The final step was routing a 4ga cable to from the fusible
link to the positive post of the battery. The charge indicator light on the dash works and now the
Bronco voltmeter needle stays steady a shadow over 14 volts no matter what accessories we
turn on. We expect similar performance when we add LED lights and a few other goodies down
the road. A amp 3G swap to amp 3G is plug-and-run. Amazon Affiliate links are our attempt to
show you real-world pricing and availability for the products we review and install, and while the
Amazon links are s
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eparate from editorial and advertising, the Four Wheeler Network may receive a commission on
purchases made through our posts. Close Ad. Forums Photos Industry Videos. Bruce W. Smith
Photographer, Writer. A quick history During that time Ford used three generations of
alternators in trucks. The First generation was dubbed the 1G , which had an external regulator
and produced amps. Why 3G upgrade? A simple swap The alternator shops I spoke with say the
amp version can be found in both small- and large-case 3Gs. Budget 3G Swap Those on a tight
budget that want to do a H. Amp Draw Plan out the amp draw accessories put on your alternator
before ordering. Voltage varies from around 12v to For example, a watt double-row LED lightbar
would draw Loose terminal ends from poor crimps are a big issue. Slipping belts on manual
tensioner systems, like those used on V-belt systems, generates a lot of heat that will transfer
into the alternator, causing it to fail. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter.

